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CEOCFO: Mr. Nuti, what is the focus at Acmetek Global Solutions?
Mr. Nuti: Acmetek is a trusted advisor of security solutions and
services. We provide comprehensive security solutions that include
Encryption & Authentication (SSL), Endpoint Protection, Multi-factor
Authentication, PKI/Digital Signing Certificates, DDOS, WAF and
Malware Removal. If you are looking for security look no further. We have covered it all. We call it a seven-layer security
model. If you are looking for security look no further. We have covered it well.
CEOCFO: What do you understand at Acmetek about security that perhaps less knowledgeable companies do
not recognize?
Mr. Nuti: Acmetek started its journey into Website Security Solutions mainly focusing on SSL in 2010 as a result of a
simple observation: SSL has evolved over the years, but Technology Distributors and Businesses have not adapted. This
mismatch led the founders of Acmetek to create the vision for the SSL experience and to develop Channel Enablement
Model to support it. With our powerful enablement model, businesses can implement security solutions with ease. With
our integrated set of tools and enablement support, partners can now offer SSL and implement for their clients across the
globe. Acmetek business model enables channels like CDW, Dell, and likes, with website security solutions. We basically
come in and give a solution to their end clients and enable these channels.
CEOCFO: Who is turning to you for services?
Mr. Nuti: We work with channels predominately, such as CDW, Dell, and likes. These channels are huge. They serve
over half a million clients. These channels are now empowered to sell SSL, which they couldn’t do before because they
didn’t have the support structure. We come in and do all the presales, order management and then the post sales for their
clients. We also have a direct segment. We serve from small medium businesses to the large enterprise that includes
different sectors and verticals like healthcare, finance, education, governments etc.
CEOCFO: What has changed in your approach over time?
Mr. Nuti: Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) was really not the main focus back in 2010 for many businesses.
It was there, but clients were never giving it their first priority because perception was HTTPS was only needed if you
accept credit card details online. That really has changed over the last 6 years with stringent policies enforced from
browsers like Google and others. Every business now needs to be on a secure connection to protect their customers trust
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and counter cybercrime. It is just that there is so much phishing and cybercrime going on in the world. I would say in 2010,
we used to knock on doors of our clients and explain they need security and why it is extremely important for them to
protect not only themselves but their customers. Now in 2017, it has turned around, now our clients are knocking on our
doors to learn about security solutions. That gives you the perspective that businesses are now more aware of security in
general.
CEOCFO: Would you tell us how you help in the customer service and support side?
Mr. Nuti: We strive to be a customer centric company and there are no two ways about it. This is where our enablement
model comes into play. For example, one of the key channels like CDW approaches us for an SSL solution for thier
customer, our security experts take it over from them and do the entire need analysis for the customer to find out exactly
what they need and put a solution quickly. This eliminates large channels like CDW extensive staff training on products
and can focus on their core business. Once we give the solution to the client, it does not stop there, we support the entire
lifecycle of the product itself at no extra cost. End customers get a link to an Acmetek-hosted SSL portal with the channel
partner’s branding, and the portal makes it easy for the customer to manage the lifecycle of their SSL certificates and
more.
“Acmetek is a trusted advisor of security solutions and services. Our SSL enablement model is a
blue print for channels across the globe.”- Ramesh Nuti
CEOCFO: Acmetek was recognized on the Inc 5000 list this year. Would you tell us about the recognition?
Mr. Nuti: We are deeply honored to be in such great company as all those recognized by Inc. Acmetek is doing
something really unique in the security industry protecting people’s lives. This recognition really helps us in a spreading
the awareness of cyber security in general. I am very proud of the entire Acmetek team and we are excited to be
recognized by such an illustrious publication. This is a true testament to our commitment to quality and 100% client
satisfaction.
CEOCFO: What is the competitive landscape?
Mr. Nuti: like I mentioned earlier, we are a trusted advisor of security services and solutions. In this channel landscape,
there are only few select players out there. We laid the blueprint for the channels. We also have many case studies
written on our business model. The competitive landscape is going to be someone who is already selling the security
solutions but most likely they are retail focused. We are channel focused and we give comprehensive SSL solutions to
clients, i can’t think of anyone out there who does what we do.
CEOCFO: Why choose Acmetek Global Solutions?
Mr. Nuti: For the difference that Acmetek is making, the company won a Symantec Trust Services Collaborative Partner
of the Year Award in 2013 and has been Strategic Platinum Partner 5 years and recognized by Inc 5000 2 years in a row.
The Acmetek business model is a blue print for channels. For clients, it’s very confusing out there when choosing the right
security solution especially with many different security products to deal with, if they make a wrong choice, it is going to be
extremely difficult to correct it and there will be huge compliance issues in the future. Acmetek really understands the
entire nine yards of security here and we make sure our clients get the right solutions and the peace of mind so they can
focus on their business. Lastly, we are located both in North Americas and APAC regions serving clients across the globe.
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